VALUE-ADD SERVICES

MCMVALUE Bright Ideas for your Business
Have you ever thought, “Wouldn’t it be great if . . . ”?
So have MCM. In fact, it’s an integral part of our strategy to add value through experience and innovation.
No company can survive for 40 years without learning from its clients and adapting to their needs. At MCM we
place great importance in embracing industry problems and seeking to supply the best-fit solutions. That not
only applies to the hygrometers that we manufacture but also to the services that we provide.
Looking through the eyes of our clients has enabled MCM to develop a stable of value-add services, each
designed to deliver reliable solutions to everyday problems.
Whether you’ve got unscheduled instrument downtime, are struggling to diagnose strange plant behaviour,
need help in developing a project or simply want to empower your team to produce the best possible results,
we have the ability to tailor a package that suits your requirements.
If any of this sounds familiar then some of the “bright ideas” listed below might be just what you require.

HELP!

I need a spare instrument quickly

HELP!

I need to pinpoint a problem now

Need spare hygrometers in a hurry? We stock portable

Did you know, we offer moisture audit services for a

instruments for instant dispatch, so you need never be

quick “snapshot” of your plant conditions? Perfect for

without measurement capability.

troubleshooting or process optimisation.

- Portable hygrometers to rent by the day

- Traceable moisture audit service to sub-ppmV levels

- Shipped with a new certificate of calibration

- Equipment mobilized in 72 hours, for fast results

- Packages including all required sample components

- Engineer and equipment supplied at fixed daily rates

- Option to buy lets you turn a rental in to an upgrade

- Full report including findings and recommendations

MCM is a small, tightly knit team that prides itself on fast response and flexibility.
If you’ve got a unique request, contact us and we will do our best to help.

HELP!

Can you help me design the process?

If you’re new to the field of hygrometry, have an
untried application or simply want to draw on the
benefit of MCM’s experience, we’d be happy to help.
- Consultancy services for analysis or system design
- In-house test & development to optimise design
- Integration with other measurement technologies
- One-off solutions or development of joint strategy

HELP!

MCM design, manufacture and commission bespoke
hygrometer systems for demanding applications

I need an instant sample system

Even the best technology can be let down by poor
sample system design. MCM’s range of off-the-shelf
sample kits can help you achieve the best results.
- Three levels of standard sample / spares kit
- Includes flow control, metering and all 316 SS pipes
- Option to add portable dry gas unit for validation
- Dry storage packs to protect instruments in storage

HELP!

Adopt a standard sample system methodology to
minimise errors and improve confidence in results

My operators are introducing errors

You can tighten the measurement process, reduce
significant sources of error and greatly improve audit
capability with MCM’s range of training courses.
- 1- or 2-day courses, either at MCM or on your site
- Hands-on sessions help put theory in to practice
- Fully customisable to address your specific concerns
- A cost-effective way to maximise investment

Invest in MCM’s product training and help
develop your most valuable asset – your staff.

CUSTOMER TESTIMONIAL
“Our Auto-Zero System has been installed since 2009 and is a very reliable and accurate piece of equipment. We
have a service contract that runs efficiently, ensuring that the equipment is kept within certification with the
minimum of effort. Backup support has been reliable and the short training course was well worth the time taken.”
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